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Crawford Surveying Services now accredited by
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
LONDON – Crawford & Company’s Surveying Services has enhanced its professional credentials after
registering with one of the UK’s most recognised property institutions. The Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS) has specifically accredited Crawford Surveying Services (CSS), reflecting
the very high level of expertise within the CSS team and Crawford’s effort to offer clients additional
services by expanding into traditional building surveying.

CSS is now authorised to carry the RICS logo in its dealings with customers and the public, and it will
be directed by Iain Salkeld, a Chartered Building Surveyor with two decades of experience in the
building surveying and insurance market. The new accreditation is supplementary to and does not
replace the regulation of CSS by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Alex Finch, Specialist Property Services Director at Crawford, noted the importance of RICS
registration: “We are very pleased to have CSS recognised by the RICS. This further emphasises the
quality of our building surveying operation which has grown steadily in recent years, supported by a
growing demand for linked surveying and insurance services across the market.”

CSS provides a fully integrated surveying service offering an effective solution for managing larger or
complex property damage claims. Crawford Surveying Services enhances customer service, manages
building reinstatement more quickly and reduces expenditure on larger claims. CSS have specialists
in fire and flood repairs, drainage surveys, disaster restoration, Party Wall issues, planning and
Building Regulations.
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Notes to News Editor:
Based in Atlanta, Georgia, Crawford & Company (www.crawfordandcompany.com) is the world's
largest independent provider of claims management solutions to the risk management and
insurance industry as well as self‐insured entities, with an expansive global network serving clients in
more than 70 countries. The Crawford System of Claims Solutions® offers comprehensive, integrated
claims services, business process outsourcing and consulting services for major product lines
including property and casualty claims management, workers compensation claims and medical
management, and legal settlement administration. The Company’s shares are traded on the NYSE
under the symbols CRDA and CRDB.

